Intelliwave® Aspheric & Aspheric Toric
Incorporating unique multi-aspheric front surface designs & wavefront technology provides patented aberration control for exceptional overall performance.

Intelliwave® Multifocal & Multifocal Toric
The multi-aspheric front surface of our award-winning simultaneous vision soft lens provides clear distance, intermediate, and near vision for all stages of presbyopia. Available with center near or center distance optics, you can prescribe center near for each eye or combine center near and center distance optics to further customize your patients’ multifocal wearing experience! Ask our Fitting Consultants about customizable distance zone options!

| Material Options | Definitive™ Silicone Hydrogel Quarterly Replacement | Traditional Hydrogel Semi-Annual Replacement |
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From a standard Rx, to astigmatic presbyopes, or extreme cylinder and high power needs, Intelliwave fits!